We give a new method to prove results of the following type. Let: 
INTRODUCTION
Some of the above results were proved by a different method in Refs. 1 and 2, but the new method of the proof is of interest in our opinion. We start with the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Let
and (2) Then U==O in DR' Proof From (1) and (2) it follows that (see Appendix)
VuEL2(DR) (3) and
where N is the unit normal to the sphere S R = I x: Ix I = R I directed outside of DR'
Now the main idea can be explained. We analytically continue functions (4) on the complex plane z = r exp(i¢) (see also . From (4) it follows that (w =xlxl-1 ) 
RATE OF DECREASE OF SOLUTIONS TO HELMHOLTZ EQUATION
Theorem 2: Let (1) hold, u satisfies the radiation condition and
Proof Since u satisfies (1) and the radiation condition, we can use the first equality in (4) and the third equality in (6). For simplicity we shall write 0 (r) instead of Ob (r) in what follows. Then lU = lU(r) and lU(r) is an analytic and bounded function of the argument br -, --P for large r. From this it follows that/, (r,lU(r)) will be analytic and bounded near infinity on an appropriate Riemann surface (which by the way will be finite-sheeted for rational p. Since we can always find a rational number PI> P such that the body r' + PcosP 0 sinO = b contains the body r' + P'cosP'OsinO = b, we can consider only finite-sheeted Riemannian surfaces). If/,(z) decreases faster than any negative power of z on such a surface, 11=0. Thus u(x) = 0 on any curve r P + 'cosPOsinO = b,;;;c and we conclude that u=o in DR'
GENERALIZATIONS
(1) We can consider general elliptic equations with constant coefficients in ]RN.
(2) It is possible to consider the case when u(x) is a solution of (I) in a domain with infinite boundary. 
